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coincidentally, snappeds editorial director was a
former tutor of greens from the university of oregon,
where green was at the time studying poetry. ed
rothkowitz asked green to work for him on a book idea
that ed and new artistic director, tom goss, had come
up with, based on an idea from the then mtv veejay
ray manzarek. the result was a book of interviews with
major celebrities; and in it was green, fresh from
graduation, speaking to timothy leary, allen ginsberg,
william burroughs, lou reed, john lennon, marilyn
manson, the blanks, jay-z, pee wee herman, and more
than 300 more interviews. the book would later be
published under the title love, love, love. i would be
remiss if i did not give credit to my talented musicians
who performed on my soundtrack. there are so many
that i cant name them all here. but i do want to make
special mention of lea seydoux, steve sesnicki, david
coomes, alex mazzulla, kip baker, and the entire band,
whose performances i am so happy with. the music i
wrote for this movie is representative of how i am still
trying to find the balance between being true to
myself, whilst still being aware of the world around
me. this film is also a beautiful celebration of my life
and work, which has been filled with so much love and
joy. i came to this film in an almost nocturnal, dream-
like state, at one with the character named adam. the
movie was not something i was consciously writing. it
was kind of like a daydream, in the end it turned into a
nightmare. if the only poetry i have written in my life is
the poetry of this movie, if the only thing i do is tell
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this story, then i have lived a life of poetry. and i am
glad for that. that poem is the final chapter of a story
that is just beginning.
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